Danail Dichev

858 210 9189
2975 Admiral Ave.
San Diego CA 92123
danaildichev@gmail.com

JUNIOR SOFTWARE DEVELOPER

+ STATEMENT

Creative full stack programmer with track record in business growth and product development.
Supports complete sales funnel from refreshing design and network syndication to ecommerce
implementations for long term sales campaigns. Seeking professional path toward team
development in large scale corporate environments.
+ IT PROFESSIONAL SKILLS
OS

Windows, Ubuntu Server and Desktop, Amazon EC2

DEV

Bash, PHP, Python, MySQL, Arduino, Raspberry Pi Systems

WEB

HTML5, CSS3, Javascript, Wordpress, Yii Framework

TOOLS

Adobe Suite, Corel Suite, Autodesk Fusion 360, Blender 3D
+ EXPERIENCES

WEB DEVELOPER

Administer servers, proxy tunnels, databases, domains, websites, custom apps,

RACK CITY MEDIA

and virtual machines for this multi million dollar sales firm. Evolve custom linux

2016 - 2017

builds and manage hardware shipments for internal and third party operations.
Heavy emphasis on daily design briefs with quick turn around to meet sales goals.

OPERATIONS MANAGER

Helped this education company grow into a dedicated 5000 sqft. facility. Designed

STEAM MAKER WORKSHOP

and taught fully comprehensive K-12 math, science, and robotics curriculum.

2014 - 2015

Maintained strong and frequent multi booth tradeshow presence demonstrating and
showcasing intellectual property. Coordinated internal communications with
potential partners and investors.

OPERATIONS MANAGER

Worked up from employee to shift manager at this seafood deli. Became the

BITE OF BOSTON

website manager for this business at the time I finished my A.S. degree. Submitted

2011 - 2013

regular reports about store efficiency and stock. Responsible for consistent store
opening/closing procedures and customer satisfaction.

WEB MASTER

Created and managed ad campaigns for multiple counties. Drove company

MEDRANO COMPANY

revenue from 150 k/yr to 350 k/yr. Responsible for front and back end development

2010 - 2013

and submitting statistics and performance tracking.
+ EDUCATION

BACHELORS

Software Dev

2016

Coleman University

ASSOCIATES

Web Design

2013

San Diego Mesa College

+ ELSE
TAGS

LAMP, REST API, CAD, 3D Printing, STEAM Education, internet marketing,
proxy tunneling, browser fingerprinting, virtualization

SEE MORE
LANGUAGES

http://danaildichev.net/portfolio.php
Bulgarian

Spanish

